
The Heart of the Matter – a personal view

Michael Wood

Early last century cartography was recognised as a specialised profession of the few. Today everyone
may become a cartographer. What are the implications of this transformation? The talk examines the
past and possible futures of the subject, changes in its character and in the nature, tasks and responsibili-
ties of cartographers. Cartography has been evolving for millennia, but recent changes to digital (+DIY)
mode, the dominating roles of the Internet, governments and business in map production and the avail-
ability of high resolution imagery, have especially confused people on the periphery of the subject and
beyond who still believe that cartography is stuck in a paper map time-warp. Many even believe that the
subject is dead, surviving only as GIS output from spatial databases, or in isolated niche companies. This
of course is wrong. Cartography may have begun as lines in the sand but has now matured into a dy-
namic, versatile and powerful facility. The paper states, simply, what the author believes is the heart of
the matter and re-introduces the reader to Cartography which has now grown up.

Introduction

One of my earliest recollections of using cartography

was for the illustration of Geography notes at school. We

had not been taught map-making nor had we been told to in-

clude maps, but it seemed natural to do so! Just as writing

and mathematics help us understand and express particular

ideas, cartographics have always given power to the analy-

sis and presentation of geospatial information. Using

maps/cartography in an integrated, instinctive way is fun-

damental to the theme of my paper. At a time when

cartography seems to be losing its clear definition and char-

acter in some communities, it is useful to reflect and

re-focus on its core, the natural instinct on which it is based.

This is a personal interpretation which may satisfy some of

the complexities which appear to surround a subject (car-

tography) which seemed more clearly defined in the past. I

review some of cartography’s origins and the stages of its

evolution to the present day. More importantly, however, I

consider cartography as, fundamentally, a powerful facility,

the exploitation of which has been limited, even in the re-

cent past. Today, with the aid of new technology,

cartography, in all its dimensions, is available to everyone.

When I began to study cartography in its own right I

soon discovered that there was more to it than I had first ap-

preciated, and certainly more than just using a technique to

help analyse or explain a spatial problem. Indeed in the

1960s and ‘70s much professional and academic attention

was directed less at using the facility than at the improve-

ment and modernisation of production procedures and the

technical processes of image-making and reprographics.

The 1960s also saw the beginnings of accessible computing

technology, which has increasingly dominated our subject

over the last 40 years. Major issues such as the capture,

quality and timely availability of spatial data, and the meth-

ods of manipulating them and making these manipulations

visible in graphic form – a kind of cartographic engineering

- have always been of concern to cartographers. But there is

more. When composing written text, once we have had the

satisfaction of finding the necessary source material, from

the Web or local library, and when we have accepted the

technical wonders of the wordprocessor, we simply get

down to creative and personal activity of writing itself. Per-

haps, in cartography, I have been distracted, too often, from

the latter by the former, and this echoes part of the theme of

my presentation.

Definitions and Changing Times

As the subject had been developing through the centu-

ries it became tempting for observers to identify a boundary

which would include all those who might be sufficiently in-

volved with maps to be called ‘cartographers’. But what

was a cartographer – author, producer or both? Perhaps the

International Cartographic Association (ICA) has already

resolved this matter, defining cartography as ‘a discipline

dealing with conception, production, dissemination and

study of maps’, and ‘map’ as a symbolised image of geo-

graphical reality representing selected features or

characteristics, resulting from the creative effect of its au-

thor’s execution of choices - and designed for use when

spatial relationships are of primary relevance’. But what of

non-realities such as the land of the Hobbits, medieval maps

of Paradise or modern simulations in virtual reality?

Since the mid-twentieth century maps have changed

from solely static printed hardcopies to visualisations pro-

duced from a range of software and viewed on a variety of

media. Traditional products still persist but much of the

‘new’ cartography is denied to most of the World’s popula-

tion, as only about .001% have access to a computer. Digital

cartography is still for the very few! My travels for the ICA

have taken me to regions still largely without new technol-

ogy, although the people know of its existence and

potential. They, and others across the World, see traditional

methods disappearing and hear of the success of GIS - of

which Cartography is now assumed, by many, to be merely

a subset! Even in Greece, as late as the early 1990s, there

was little popular awareness of day-to-day map-making

and use, until a change in government policy opened up
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possibilities for a more cartographic future. The president

of the newly-founded Hellenic Cartographic Society recog-

nised the potential dangers of sudden and uncontrolled

acquisition of GIS by cartographically naïve local govern-

ment departments. His strategy was to launch an

educational/awareness programme which I was invited to

join.

There have always been geographical information sys-

tems. Unfortunately, in the past they were chaotic, weakly

structured and often quite unreliable, comprising map

sheets of different scales, ages, projections, levels of accu-

racy, and tables of spatially-related information, etc., often

stored in different physical locations. And, of course, they

were manipulated primarily by human hands and brain!

Fortunately the new digital era has transformed the ways in

which geographic information is acquired, stored, struc-

tured, explored, manipulated and retrieved in the process of

problem-solving. It was claimed, recently that the bulk of

‘cartography’ is now produced as spin-off from

geo-databases rather than through conventional carto-

graphic processes, but the truth is that cartography has

always been produced from GIS and geo-databases, it is

just that in the past they were not digital. It is a matter of

perspective.

The Heart of the Matter: Seeking origins

Cartography is now more widely used than ever before,

but seems even more difficult to define. Modern carto-

graphic visualisations can seem so different from the

traditional map (which also functioned as a pre-digital geo-

graphic database) that they may even be classified by some

people as part of a different discipline, such as applied com-

puting. Much of the cutting-edge discussion today is also

more concerned with the provision and quality of geo-data,

than how they can be explored, analysed and communi-

cated. What has caused this apparent change of focus? Is it

possible to return to cartography and find an idea which ex-

presses its common core – the true heart of the matter?

We may have to begin by looking at what might be

called fundamental human instincts. These seem to include

‘language’, ‘mapping’ and, possibly, ‘music’. The origins

of language are unknown, but it may be 200 000 years since

sounds from the mouth truly began to represent structured

communication. Steven Pinker, in his book ‘The Language

Instinct’ (Pinker, 1994), identifies this ability of our species

as remarkable in that with language “we can shape events in

each others brains with exquisite precision”. It is primarily

a mental process translated into external sounds. The more

recent ability to write and read “makes communication

more impressive by bridging the gaps of space and time…”

(Pinker, 1994). Pinker regards writing as an ‘optional’ ex-

tra, the real engine of communication being the spoken

word. However, my concerns relate to this ‘optional’ extra.

The growth of the alphabet and how we write is rele-

vant to our subject. Important languages began as pictures,

especially Chinese and Japanese. But even parts of modern

English have pictographic origins: letter ‘A’ is from Semitic

aleph meaning OX, originally a rough drawing of an ox’s

head. Expressive drawing, therefore, may predate the

development of language.

Mapping, like language, is also basically a mental pro-

cess common in humans and animals and it too has been

expressed externally for centuries, even millennia. As with

language, its origins may also post-date graphic drawings,

which are certainly known to date back at least 30 000 years

(in the Caves of Lascaux, France) and possibly even earlier,

from more recent discoveries, 15 000 years older, in North-

ern Italy. Clear prehistoric physical evidence of the

‘mapping’ instinct is more difficult to find, although early

historical examples, such as the work of aboriginal peoples

in North America, Australia, Oceania and the Arctic sug-

gest a tradition which must go back many generations.

During his sixteenth-century travels to Tahiti, Captain

Cook reported having received guidance from a native

through use of a simple map. Such experiences were also

reported by European explorers in 19th century Africa. It is

believed that the combination of Alexandrian Science and

Hindu number lore, important in that early pre-Christian

period, ultimately led to developments in serious mapping

in the form of sea charting.

Where early maps have been found, their detailed pur-

pose cannot always be known, although maps discovered in

China, dating back about 2200 years, were clearly military

and had a planning function. Although the survival of very

early maps is rare, absence of evidence need not be evi-

dence of absence and we can assume a continuous, if not

steady, growth in the development of this graphic means of

spatial expression. The history of cartography is rich with

maps and map-like images of all types and has evolved into

the period, in recent centuries, when maps were to become

familiar and commonplace.

Maps and cartography as aids to spatial

thinking

Once a cartographic representation exists its influence

and impact will grow. It is primarily a valuable external

aid to the internal, mental processes of ‘mapping’, an ele-

ment of what has been called ‘visual thinking’. And this is

perhaps our first approach to what could be called a core el-

ement in the argument. A map is a representation, but it is

not only that. It becomes a facility to stimulate, inform and

even accelerate the spatial thinking/problem-solving pro-

cess - an external work space on which one can plan and

navigate one’s thoughts. Such thinking may be profession-

ally focused for route selection (as in early ocean

navigation), seeking patterns, or exploring and matching

what is discovered with what is already known. On the

other hand the process may be quite casual, the eye and

mind gently roaming over a cartographic image.

Once people have experienced how maps can help

them explore spatial patterns and investigate spatial prob-

lems, they have the opportunity to respond more

specifically to the mapping instinct in themselves, to think

visually but also to try and create new external maps to take

their investigation forward. Before reaching this point they

were merely using existing maps (the products of the carto-
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graphic industry) passively, as visual, virtual resources.

The next stage, (when ‘map use’ begins to include the mak-

ing of additional maps as part of the research process)

launches them into active employment of ‘full-blown’ car-

tography as an investigative tool.

The legacy of map-makers

There is now a huge legacy of map production, cover-

ing many themes; a resource which continues to yield

information to prepared minds. Also, contradicting the

more simplistic theory that a map is merely ‘communica-

tion’, much of the information obtained by passive

map-users was never intended by the originator. It derives

from a combination of prior user-knowledge and the visual

thinking processes interacting with the visual evidence in

the map. The 19th and 20th centuries brought new map gen-

res, especially specific themes such as geology, vegetation

and land use. Field survey information was passed to plot-

ting specialists (cartographers) to compile, specify, design

and produce the cartographic end product. Although these

maps covered specific topics they could also yield other in-

formation to enquiring, motivated minds focused on

particular problems.

Who makes maps? Obviously anyone can attempt a ca-

sual (sketch) map by using readily available tools such as

sticks for sand drawing, or pencil and paper. But, although

many tasks can be supported by maps which are only rela-

tively accurate, the demand or desire for greater accuracy

and completeness grew. Special survey instruments and

techniques were employed to identify features (field

boundaries, geological boundaries, etc.), measure and lo-

cate them and finally plot them on paper. Although still

incomplete, this stage involved a kind of preliminary car-

tography, where the map acted as a primary data store. Land

surface measurement techniques became increasingly so-

phisticated, with air photo survey and satellite remote

sensing (photography, scanner images and GPS). Inevita-

bly specialists in these new and initially distinctive fields

came together in their separate groups, shared their knowl-

edge, and (as the need and opportunity arose) devised ways

of developing and adding value to their data and

data-collecting methodology. Specialist national and inter-

national societies were one of the results.

Gradually those who were more involved in the assem-

bly and production of maps, developed an identity (and

title) of their own, i.e. ‘cartographer’. In some cases, espe-

cially in national mapping agencies, these people formed

part of a production process, each with quite restricted remit

and skills. The organisation was the ‘author’ but the final

map output resulted from the combined efforts of specialist

cartographers. Commercial companies became established

to supply smaller-scale maps, atlases and other special

products. This was where further subdivision of labour

emerged, in cluding author-editors (who made and checked

the compilations) and cartographic producers who trans-

formed the basic compilations into printed designs.

Yet more groups emerged, within military agencies,

the media and academia, each with increasing needs for the

products of cartography. The result was greater conver-

gence between author, producer and user and this

stimulated academics with cartographic experience to write

textbooks and teach the subject. (e.g. A.H. Robinson, J.S.

Keates). Many students, educated in the complete process

of map making, from data collection to conception, design

and production, were fed back, as cartographic employees,

into national and commercial mapping organisations.

Other graduates chose to follow academic research and ex-

amine fundamental issues related to aspects of theoretical

and practical cartography. Although some research results

were acknowledged and partly adopted by map producers,

most remained in the academic archives. However the lat-

ter were to contribute to a growing knowledge base for what

would become a kind of cartographic ‘engineering’, in

which the processes of cartography were analysed, indus-

trialised and eventually automated through digital

computing.

Cartography in the 1960s

Government and commercial mapping had increased

by the 1960s but most ‘users’ of cartography were still pri-

marily map-readers. Since the 1940s many in the military,

government, utilities, industry, resource management and

elsewhere, had become increasingly frustrated with the un-

suitability of standardised products for specific tasks. They

frequently had to depend on the wrong cartographic tools

for the job because the right tools did not exist. The obvious

solution (heralded, in the 1950s, by the book, ‘The Look of

Maps’, Robinson, 1952) was for these investigators to de-

velop their own cartographic ‘tools’, which they did by

establishing in-house drawing offices to help deal with

problems as they arose. In such situations employment of

the cartographic process was becoming less passive. Prob-

lems were being investigated (with the support of

cartographers) and specially-designed maps were created

to help analyse, clarify, explore, but still mainly to present

spatial themes. As cartography moved beyond mid-century,

‘cartographers’ had become established as a kind of profes-

sion. Although many were still employed in the

compilation and production of standard sheet maps in con-

ventional map-making organisations, some were more

directly involved in the fuller cartographic process, offering

a response-based map service, beyond mere representation.

The functions of these cartographers could be likened to a

human equivalent of the data manipulation and output soft-

ware in a digital GIS. As there was no uniform standard

education structure for every cartographer in the UK, those

in employment had backgrounds ranging from on-the-job

training to university education. But as this new profession

gained experience and knowledge, some of its members be-

gan to act as professional consultants (like an architect)

examining clients’ problems and helping guide them to-

wards solutions. In many cases they were working with

people, such as environmental professionals, who already

had a well-developed mapping instinct (in the context of

their work) and just needed help to refine it and create the

appropriate visualisation tools. These included more com-

plex cartographic techniques (easy to visualise mentally but
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not to create manually) such as 3D modelling,

multi-layering of information, and animation, all of which

would become much simpler with computer assistance.

However, despite this positive localised activity, most

maps being used professionally, despite their shortcom-

ings, were still from national topographic or thematic

series. Scientists and other professionals regularly encoun-

tered spatially-based problems, but obtained little advanced

help from the conventional cartography of the time. The

1960s may have seen quite high levels of map production

(of sheet maps and atlases), but it could best be described as

a period of limited or even impoverished use of what could

be called the full potential of the cartographic process,

methods being restricted to map use, rather than

fully-integrated thinking and map creation.

Many professionals, whose work regularly involved

spatial problems, became aware of the potential of more

creative mapping and felt the urge to develop and apply

their own mapping instinct as an investigative tool. Unfor-

tunately most lacked basic graphic/cartographic skills and,

when special maps were needed, these professionals had to

turn to in-house cartographers or external map/graphic

agencies. As the graphic/mapping instinct can be strong in

such active environmental scientific researchers, it is possi-

ble that they may always have created sketch maps, etc., as

investigative aids. Inevitably such ephemeral ‘working’

maps or graphics tend to be abandoned and disappear from

the record. The only survivors are those which have been

produced to present the results of research. A classic exam-

ple from history is John Snow’s map (1855) showing deaths

from cholera in the Broad Street area of London.

The 1960s, therefore, saw a rapidly growing demand

for more effective ‘cartography’. And then it happened.

Just as early mapmakers became aware of the printing pro-

cess and saw its potential, so also did those who knew the

potential of computers. Examples included the work of Ian

McHarg (a landscape planner), and the Canadian GIS.

Early computer graphics were coarse and ugly, but during

the last 30 years, technology has developed rapidly. Now it

is possible to create realistic, fully-animated, virtual images

and environments (of all kinds), linked to the internet and

acting as interface for international databases. Initially car-

tographic organisations (such as mapping agencies)

restricted computer-assistance to the replication of conven-

tional mapping processes but with the development of

effective GIS, graphics software, etc., almost any graphic

image is now possible. Cartographers are not just using

GIS, they are using these modern tools and many more, to

develop what might be called a ‘new’ and expanded cartog-

raphy. But it is not really ‘new’. Many of the ideas and

images now possible had been attempted, manually or, at

least, mentally, in the past. Now inventive cartographers

are able to do what they had always done in the past (and

much more), but better and faster. Information technology

had enabled the more restricted cartography of earlier years

to blossom out into a fully mature and powerful facility for

data analysis, exploration and display.

Despite the expanded possibilities from computer

graphics, multimedia, etc., much of the digital mapping of

the last decade has been quite traditional in nature. The

more important ambition, especially of national mapping

agencies, has been the creation of topographic databases -

new resources with huge value and potential. It has been

observed that these and similar organisations, using various

GIS, CAD and graphics software (e.g. from Autodesk,

ESRI, Intergraph) are producing most of the maps in the

world today… without the involvement of traditional car-

tographers (although their legacy lives on in much of the

graphic output software). The number of traditional carto-

graphic employees may have reduced, but the above

reference to increased map creation is good news for car-

tography, and highlights the expanding importance of

visual mapping in so many fields. The revolution is also not

necessarily bad for cartographers. Much of the pre-digital

work of those employed within mapping organisations was

restricted and quite repetitive. New generation cartogra-

phers have much more scope to apply, not only their

technical skills, but also more fully to exploit their creative

abilities. It is not surprising, therefore, that a niche busi-

ness, i.e. cartographers as consultant producers, is

expanding rapidly in many parts of a world in which the ex-

ploitation of geospatial information is increasingly

regarded as an essential ingredient in most environmental

activities.

Visualisation – Scientific, Cartographic and

Geographic

Another important development, which paralleled that

in digital cartography and GIS, was Scientific Visualisation

(or Visualisation in Scientific Computing, ViSC). This

evolved in the late 1980s from collaboration between ad-

vanced computing, science and engineering. Some of the

biggest problems being addressed by such groups involved

very large volumes of multidimensional data, varying in

time and space. The only effective solutions seemed to be

through the development of innovative visualisation soft-

ware to permit exploitation of the combined analytical

processing power of the eye and brain to facilitate under-

standing and insight. The common characteristics of many

of the tasks and goals of pioneering geographers/cartogra-

phers and other scientists led to the forging of important

links in the early 1990s between workers in ViSC and in the

field of mapping/GIS. This interdisciplinary theme was

taken up, in the mid 90s, by a pioneering group within the

International Cartographic Association (now called ‘The

Commission on Visualisation and Virtual Environments’).

They established an historically significant joint project

with the Special Interest Group on Graphics (SIGGRAPH)

of the American Association of Computing Machinery

(ACM). The result has been one of the most fundamental

surges of research into the basics of our subject – carto-

graphic visualisation.

Having evolved from the fundamental mapping in-

stinct, cartography (new cartography or cartographic

visualisation) has developed and matured, and its potential

for use and application has both widened and deepened. At

one extreme it can offer simple and effective images, indis-

tinguishable from a pre-digital conventional map; at the
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other it is a powerful research tool (integrating techniques

from conventional cartography, ViSC, image analysis, Ex-

ploratory Data Analysis [EDA], and GIS) now being

referred to by the wider term, Geovisualisation. The ability

to employ the full potential of scientific Geovisualisation

may, initially, be restricted to a narrower group of scientists

facing complex problems. However, ‘new cartography’

tools of all kinds, available locally or on the World-wide

Web, are becoming increasingly user-friendly and will

soon be as accessible as wordprocessors, databases and

spreadsheets. In the ‘youthful’ stage of its development,

cartography seemed to have few advantages beyond repre-

sentation, and was produced by (and accessible to) only an

elite class of artisans and users. Today the flexibility, power

and relative ease-of-use of specialised software tools have

democratised cartography, offering it as a facility to every-

one. Current users include:

� Government and businesses, employing carto-
graphic engineering tools linked to GIS,

� Lay people, in increasing numbers creating their
own computer maps, even if only from packages
like Encarta, Excel, or from the Internet,

� Spatial scientists, using all of the facilities of
Geovisualisation,

� A new breed of consultant ‘super-cartographers’
developing cartographic visualisation products of
all types for their clients.

The future - looking good for cartography

and its users

From these words it should be obvious that I have few

worries about the long-term future of what I have chosen to

call the mature cartographic process. Now that it is easier to

use, its application will continue to spread across science

and society. However, so rapid has been the change from

the commonplace paper map to, for example, a ‘sensitive’,

animated-3D-image-flythrough on a website, retaining the

word cartography may confuse people for a time. But

whichever overall name is finally adopted I will always be-

lieve strongly in the unity of the basic concept. I also

believe that like language, it has its fundamental origins in

human instinct but, in a sense, it is even more powerful. The

analogue pictorial/graphic structure of cartographic repre-

sentations (especially traditional maps) means that they can

be transmitted between different individuals, groups and

cultures much more readily than abstract language repre-

sentations. Ironically, while standard analogue maps

created thousands of years ago are still interpretable by the

modern eye, today’s digital equivalents will become un-

readable and obsolete in a matter of decades as the

technology that created them is left behind.

The heart of the matter

This is the Heart of the Matter. These geospatial aids,

from lines drawn in the sand, through the so-called conven-

tional paper map, right down to the most advanced

multimedia, holographic VR tools accessed on the Web, are

all part of the Cartography/Carto visualisation/New cartog-

raphy family. That is why I do not agree that Cartography is

dead. Today, more than ever, we are not just using maps,

but using cartography in all its dimensions. People used to

be divided into map-makers (e.g a cartographic editor

working for Bartholomew) and map users (‘Dad’ reading a

road map on a holiday journey). But now the boundary be-

tween those categories has, effectively, been removed.

Anyone can open Microsoft’s Encarta World Atlas or ac-

cess Canada’s National Atlas Information System on the

web to create maps. This range of passive and interactive

involvement must now be referred to not as map use, but as

‘using cartography’ through hand, eye and brain.

But that is not the end of the matter. There is still an-

other issue close to the heart of things which, after many

years in the subject, I believe to be significant. We are not

just automatons carrying out actions such as map-making.

We are conscious beings and the instincts which I have

mentioned (which include music and language) have im-

portant emotional dimensions: music, writing (consider

poetry, great writers such as Shakespeare, and even modern

authors who can move a reader to laughter or tears by their

literary skills), paintings….and, of course, maps. Some

people are fascinated by the graphic or historical quality of

historical cartographic images (i.e. they ‘love’ maps!), but

amongst cartographic artisans, past and present, we know

that map-making can also bring pleasure (from a job that

has gone right and looks good) and pain (when things have

gone the other way!). I identified this through an interna-

tional map design questionnaire a few years ago.

The famous American neurosurgeon, Antonio

Damasio, who has written about the meaning of human

consciousness (“Descartes’ Error”, Damasio, 1995), be-

lieves in the importance of what he calls ‘somatic markers’.

These are fundamental reactions to things which we seem to

store in our bodies as coded feelings, consolidated by a

wealth of similar, repeated experiences of what is right or

wrong in a particular circumstance. For example, cartogra-

phers can produce many maps over the years, which

involve, not just the overall design of each product, but also

application of myriads of tiny graphic decisions which

seem to be instinctive to the practised professional. It is be-

lieved that we store, subconsciously, the feeling/sensation

related to each ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ decision made. When

we apply a series of fine adjustments to improve the appear-

ance or legibility of part of a map, the reasons for these

decisions are hard to explain to a casual observer. The ac-

tions just ‘feel right’. In such working circumstances we

can carry and apply many of our skills somatically – and

these instinctive and immediately-available facilities prove

to be the most effective controls in the work of an experi-

enced creator.

Conclusion

Many GIS-based maps are satisfactory because the

software has been engineered to help solve some of the

main cartographic problems semi-automatically. Such

maps may not come directly from the hands of a

fully-trained cartographer, but the guidance software has
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been informed by the combined knowledge they have

helped to establish. The quality of mass-produced maps

will continue to improve as context-based guidance soft-

ware becomes more intelligent and sensitive. But as

working tools, designed to support the efficient manage-

ment of the environment and its sustainable development,

such mapping software should be operated directly by the

responsible scientists and other professional managers, ex-

ploit ing their mapping instincts without being

disadvantaged by lack of design knowledge or drafting

skills. This might also apply to some leisure-based tools

such as web atlases used at home. But there is still scope for

original custom designs by the professional niche-market

cartographer.

In conclusion, I believe the heart of the matter lies in

the fundamental process of cartography which has never

been more important to our world, and, as human creators

we will continue to contribute to that success. Back in the

early centuries, even from the time of Ptolemy,

chorographers used the mapping process when it suited

their need to describe a region or landscape. The map was

not so precious, but a tool to be used when required. In the

late 18th and 19th centuries, when the subject was beginning

to define itself more rigorously and acquired the term ‘car-

tography’ it may have lost some of its workman-like

character and became more of an object of desire. How-

ever, with the latest stages of computer-related

democratisation of the cartographic process, we may now

be returning to its pre-18th century worktool character. The

subject continues to evolve. I believe that a river of distinc-

tive cartographic endeavour has flowed through history

and, with continuing adaptation to changing technology

and circumstances, that river continues in strength.
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